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💦💰TrumpKush💰💦 
 
Deutsche Bank Faces Criminal Inv’n for Potential Money-
Laundering Lapses 
 
In 2016 DB failed to submit SARS to the US treas re
transactions by the Kushner Fam COs & in 2017 failed
again 2 submit SARS re Trump entities inc’g Trump
Foundation re 💰sent to Russians

💣MH17💣
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💣MH17💣 

 

3 RUs & a Ukrainian have been charged with bringing a missile into the area in

eastern Ukraine & w/ murdering 298 passengers & crew. 

 

The most prominent of the 4 is Igor Girkin (also known as Strelkov), who prosecutors

say is a former colonel in RU’s FSB intel service.

🕊Khashoggi3🕊 

 

Consulate recordings reveal Saudi plan for Khashoggi murder  

 

UN expert airs audio of Khashoggi slaying  

 

Credible evidence Saudi prince MbS liable for Khashoggi's murder 

 

Trump adm hasn’t done anything to bring the brutally murdered Khoshoggi’s killers

to justice
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💣Saudi4💣 

 

Pompeo keeps Saudis off child soldier recruiters list: report 

 

Pompeo dismisses his experts' findings that Saudi-led coalition has used underage

fighters in Yemen 

 

The # of people fleeing war, persecution & conflict exceeded 70M globally last year =

Mass migration=TOC

💣Migrant💣 

 

70 million refugees fleeing war, persecution & conflict caused by TOC last year, the

highest number in the UN agency's almost 70 years of operations. 

 

Nxivm sex cult leader found guilty on all seven counts 

 

Felix Sater set to testify Friday before HIC

�CovertAgents🕵 
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At the request of the CIA the pending intel author’n bill includes a provision that

would expand the definition of “covert agents” whose identities are protected from

unauthorized disclosure. 

 

Huawei CEO says banks knew about company's allegedly criminal acts

💣7💣 

 

Huawei & Meng were charged w/ bank & wire fraud and conspiracy to commit bank

& wire fraud in relation to skirting American sanctions on Iran 

 

The US & China said Trump & Xi will relaunch trade talks after a monthlong

stalemate, triggering a rally in markets #PumpAndDump
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💣8💣 

 

Alex Jones hit with sanctions by judge in Sandy Hook lawsuit 

 

Ex-Senate aide sentenced to 4 years in prison for data leak 

 

I-80 reopens after train carrying hazardous material and munitions derails east of

Elko 

 

Dmytro Tymchuk: Ukrainian MP found shot dead at home

💣9💣 

 

Fossil fuel companies ordered to pay back royalties they owe American taxpayers—to

the tune of $80 million. 

 

The Trump adm had tried to trounce Obama-era accounting standards. 

 

Trump’s Russian arms control negotiator failed to disclose ties to Butina’s boyfriend:

report

💣10💣
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💣10💣 

 

Kush blackmailed both Qatar and Saudi Arabia post 2016 elex. 

Kush then changed US foreign policy to benefit himself, punish Qatar & reward SA

when the former refused the bribe & the latter paid up. 

 

FB’s cryptocurrency calls for driver's licences, stoking privacy fears

💣11💣 

 

China Is Buying Iranian LPG Despite Sanctions 

 

Trade war, U.S. sanctions on Iran choke gas supply to China  

Some Chinese customers still importing Iranian cargoes: 

 

The Boston Globe’s ‘disturbing’ fake Trump front page from 2016 is proving

increasingly prophetic
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💣12💣 

 

Hungry polar bear seen wandering in Russian city hundreds of miles from home 

 

Recent scorching temperatures in Kuwait and Pakistan confirmed as third and fourth

hottest on Earth 

 

California utility PG&E to pay $1 billion over wildfires

💣13💣 

 

Ta-Nehisi Coates Rebukes Mitch McConnell at Raucous Reparations Hearing 
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The hearing was held to discuss H.R. 40, legislation that would create a commission

to address the effects of slavery.

Identifying the Separatists Linked to the Downing of MH17 

Identifying the Separatists Linked to the Downing of MH17 - bellingcat
The full report can be viewed here (mirror) The Bellingcat Investigation Team has
previously published a number of reports demonstrating that the deployment of the
Buk missile launcher used to shoot …

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2019/06/19/identifying-the-separatists…

Three Russians & a Ukrainian have been charged w/ bringing a missile into the area

in eastern Ukraine & with murdering 298 passengers & crew. 

 

The passenger flight was en route from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur when it was

shot down over conflict-hit Ukraine. 

Four charged with murder for downing flight MH17
The Malaysia Airlines jet was hit by a missile over Ukraine in July 2014, killing 298
people.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48691488
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State Department official didn’t disclose ties to the boyfriend of Russian agent Maria

Butina 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/06/19/state-department-official-didnt-di…

Dmytro Tymchuk: Ukrainian MP found shot dead at home 

Influential Ukrainian MP found shot dead at home
Politician and military analyst Dmytro Tymchuk was killed with his own pistol,
reports suggest.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48697794

Nxivm sex cult leader found guilty on all seven counts 

Nxivm sex cult leader found guilty: Live updates
Keith Raniere, the founder of the "Nxivm" self-help company that prosecutors say
housed a secret sex cult, has been found guilty. Follow here for the latest.

https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/nxivm-keith-raniere-verdict/index.html

The U.S. and China said Trump and Xi will meet in Japan next week to relaunch

trade talks after a monthlong stalemate, triggering a rally in financial markets 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-18/trump-says-he-ll-have-

extended-meeting-with-xi-stocks-rally

Pompeo keeps Saudis off child soldier recruiters list: report 

Pompeo dismisses his experts' findings that Saudi-led coalition has used underage

fighters in Yemen
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fighters in Yemen 

Pompeo keeps Saudis off child soldier recruiters list: report
Pompeo dismisses his experts' findings that Saudi-led coalition has used underage
fighters in Yemen, Reuters reports.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/06/pompeo-saudis-child-soldier-recruiters-list-re…

The number of people fleeing war, persecution and conflict exceeded 70 million

globally last year - the highest number in the UN refugee agency's almost 70 years of

operations. 

More than 70 million displaced worldwide - UN
It's the highest figure in modern history following the war in Syria and Rohingya
crackdown.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-48682783

Consulate recordings reveal Saudi plan for Khashoggi murder | Jamal Khashoggi  

'We are coming to get you': recordings reveal Saudi plan for Khashogg…
UN transcripts outline discussions on how to carry heavy body in separate pieces

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jun/19/consulate-recordings-reveal-saudi-pla…

Khashoggi Killing Inquiry Should Look Into Saudi Prince’s Role, U.N. Expert Says 
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Saudis Called Khashoggi ‘Sacrificial Animal’ as They Waited to Kill Him
A U.N. report reveals new details in the killing of the dissident journalist, and says
that Crown Prince Mohammed must have been aware of the operation.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/world/middleeast/jamal-khashoggi-Mohammed-bi…

Jamal Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His Killers Are Roaming Free. 

Washington hasn’t done enough to bring the murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to

justice. 

Opinion | Jamal Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His Killers Are Roaming Fr…
Washington hasn’t done enough to bring the murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to
justice.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/opinion/jamal-khashoggi-murder-saudia-arabia-tr…

Huawei CEO says banks knew about company's allegedly criminal acts 

 

Huawei and Meng were charged with bank and wire fraud and conspiracy to commit

bank and wire fraud in relation to skirting American sanctions on Iran 

Huawei CEO says banks knew about the company's allegedly criminal …
In an interview with CNBC, Huawei's CEO said the banks at the center of the
controversy surrounding his company's activities knew what was happening

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/19/huawei-ceo-says-banks-knew-about-companys-alle…
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UN expert airs audio of Jamal Khashoggi slaying  

 

Credible evidence Saudi prince Mohammed bin Salman liable for Khashoggi's

murder, says UN report 

UN expert airs audio of Jamal Khashoggi slaying
A new report has implicated the Saudi crown prince in the death of the journalist.

https://7news.com.au/news/world/un-expert-airs-audio-of-jamal-khashoggi-slaying-c-1…

💣B O O M💣 

 

Deutsche Bank Faces Criminal Investigation for Potential Money-Laundering Lapses 

Deutsche Bank Faces Criminal Investigation for Potential Money-Laun…
Federal authorities are focused on whether the bank complied with anti-money-
laundering laws, including in its review of transactions linked to Jared Kushner.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/business/deutsche-bank-money-laundering-trum…

💦💰Deutsche Bank  

 

Faces Criminal Investigation 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

The investigation includes a review of Deutsche Bank’s 
handling of so-called SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORTS that its 
employees prepared about possibly problematic transactions, 
including some linked to JARAD 
KUSHNER.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/bus…
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See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Deutsche Bank Faces Criminal Investigation for Potential Mon…
Federal authorities are focused on whether the bank complied with
anti-money-laundering laws, including in its review of transactions
nytimes.com

Former Trump business partner Felix Sater set to testify Friday before House

Intelligence Committee 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/former-trump-business-partner-felix-sater-set-…

Sater: Trump Moscow/Trump Soho 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Sater hearing delayed re  
 
A lawsuit filed today with its claim that Sater, a longtime 
associate of Trump’s, sought to use money stolen from a bank in 
Kazakhstan to help develop Trump Tower Moscow. 
#TrumpMoscow #TrumpSohobloomberg.com/news/articles/…

183 9:59 PM - Mar 25, 2019

149 people are talking about this

Sater Eyed Trump Moscow Tower to Launder Cash, BTA Bank …
New York developer Felix Sater is due to testify in Congress this
week about his role in Donald Trump’s attempt to build a luxury tower
bloomberg.com

🏵Updated Calendar🏵 
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RubyWorms
@RubyWorms

Replying to @CatsChocolates and 4 others
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19 people are talking about this

Alex Jones hit with sanctions by judge in Sandy Hook lawsuit 

Alex Jones hit with sanctions by judge in Sandy Hook lawsuit
A Connecticut judge on Tuesday sanctioned right-wing conspiracy theorist Alex
Jones for suggesting that a lawyer for the Sandy Hook families, who are suing the
InfoWars founder for his past claims th…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/18/media/alex-jones-lawsuit/index.html

At the request of the CIA the pending intelligence authorization bill includes a

provision that would expand the definition of “covert agents” whose identities are

protected from unauthorized disclosure. 

https://fas.org/blogs/secrecy/2019/06/ssci-covert-agents/

Kushner blackmailed both Qatar and Saudi Arabia after Trump was elected.  

 

Kushner then changed US foreign policy to benefit himself, punishing Qatar and
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rewarding Saudi Arabia when the former refused the bribe and the latter paid up,

these sources said. 

Exclusive: Kushner 'Extorted Qatar' With US Foreign Policy -
Sources: Jared Kushner 'extorted Qatar with US foreign policy', accepted bribe
from Saudi Arabia

https://patribotics.blog/2019/03/07/exclusive-kushner-extorted-qatar-us-foreign-policy/

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Joshua you want to uncouple the child porn re WikiLeaks? Updated 

Joshua you want to uncouple the child porn re WikiLeaks? Updated
This The updated 6/19/2019  7:58PM EST - to include letter from Government to
the Court re Search Warrants and Schulte’s - Memorandum of Law In support of
separating counts. See bottom of entry.   Jo…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/seriously-jason-you-want-to-uncouple-the-chil…

The Australian SUC, which regulates the corporate sector, urged the $US540 billion

company to "come and talk to us" after Facebook and a consortium of 26 companies

announced plans to enter the global financial system through its own crypto

currency, Libra. 

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/facebook-s-cryptocurrency-calls-for-

driver-s-licences-stoking-privacy-fears-20190619-p51z99.html

Trump has stood by his comments about five men who were wrongly convicted for

the brutal rape of a jogger in Central Park in 1989, saying they had "admitted their

guilt". 
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Trump stands by 1989 Central Park Five comments
President Trump said the men wrongly jailed for an attack had "admitted their guilt".

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48687356

Ta-Nehisi Coates Rebukes Mitch McConnell at Raucous Reparations Hearing 

 

The hearing was held to discuss H.R. 40, legislation that would create a commission

to address the effects of slavery.

Digging Into America’s Dark Past, House Panel Makes History by Expl…
Hundreds of mostly black spectators descended on Capitol Hill for a hearing that
exposed Washington’s cultural and ideological divides.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/us/politics/slavery-reparations-hearing.html?smid…

California utility PG&E to pay $1 billion over wildfires 

California utility PG&E to pay $1 billion over wildfires
California utility PG&E has agreed to pay $1 billion to 14 local government bodies
for damage from wildfires blamed on the firm's equipment. The settlement
announced Tuesday covers claims stemming f…

https://news.yahoo.com/california-utility-pg-e-pay-1-billion-over-091741654.html;_ylt=A…

Trump, Xi Stoke Trade Optimism With Plan to Resume Talks at G-20 

 

U.S. president spoke with Chinese leader ahead of summit 

 

Stocks rose on optimism of trade deal after monthlong impasse #PumpAndDump  
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-18/trump-says-he-ll-have-

extended-meeting-with-xi-stocks-rally

The Boston Globe’s ‘disturbing’ fake Trump front page from 2016 is proving

increasingly prophetic 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/06/18/boston-globes-disturbing-fake-tru…

Fossil fuel companies ordered to pay back royalties they owe American taxpayers—to

the tune of $80 million. 

The Trump adm had tried to trounce Obama-era accounting standards. 

INTERIOR: Fossil fuel companies ordered to pay back royalties
Coal, oil and gas companies have six months to recalculate several years of
royalties they owe the federal government, according to an Interior Department
order yesterday in response to an April cour…

https://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/stories/1060583141?t=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ee…

Hungry polar bear seen wandering in Russian city hundreds of miles from home 

Hungry polar bear seen wandering in Russian city hundreds of miles fr…
A hungry and exhausted young polar bear was spotted wandering in the suburbs of
the Siberian industrial city of Norilsk this week, hundreds of miles from its usual
habitat.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/19/europe/starving-polar-bear-norislk-intl-scli/index.html

China Is Buying Iranian LPG Despite Sanctions, Ship-Tracking Shows 

Trade war, U.S. sanctions on Iran choke gas supply to China  

Some Chinese customers still importing Iranian cargoes:  
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-18/china-buying-iranian-lpg-

despite-sanctions-ship-tracking-shows

‼ OBG‼  

 

2015 

 

Donald Trump says Russia isn't to blame for MH17, despite evidence 

Donald Trump says Russia isn't to blame for MH17 downing - CNNPolit…

Donald Trump doesn't believe there is enough evidence to blame pro-Russian
separatists for last year's downing of a commercial airliner over Ukraine.

https://www.cnn.com/2015/10/14/politics/donald-trump-mh17-plane-russians/index.html

Every year since a Russian missile downed MH17 over Ukraine on July 17, 2014,, the

DOS has issued a statement to mark the anniversary. 

 

But on the anniversary this year—a day after Trump met in Helsinki with Putin—the

DOS was conspicuously silent about it. 

State Department Silent on MH17 Anniversary Following Trump-Putin …
The department prepared to criticize Russia’s role in the 2014 downing of a civilian
airliner over Ukraine, but the statement was never released.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/07/18/state-dept-mh17-ukraine-russia-netherlands-mala…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Father who lost 3 kids in MH17 attack slams Trump for not standing up to Putin 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-18/china-buying-iranian-lpg-despite-sanctions-ship-tracking-shows
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http://www.businessinsider.com/flight-mh17-attack-father-slams-trump-putin-summit-2018-7


Father who lost 3 kids in MH17 attack slams Trump for not standing up…
Anthony Maslin lost his three young children and father-in-law when flight MH17
was shot down over Ukraine in 2014

http://www.businessinsider.com/flight-mh17-attack-father-slams-trump-putin-summit-20…

‼ OBG‼  

 

2015 

 

Trump: Russia 'probably' behind downing of MH17 

Trump: Russia 'probably' behind downing of MH17
The GOP front-runner called incident "horrible," but said there was little U.S. could
do.

https://thehill.com/policy/transportation/256949-trump-malaysia-air-flight-17-attack-pro…

Astronomers just observed two galaxies merging, 13 billion years ago 

Astronomers just observed two galaxies merging, 13 billion years ago
It's thought to be the earliest known example of merging galaxies yet discovered.

https://www.cnet.com/news/astronomers-just-observed-two-galaxies-merging-13-billio…
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ABC News
@ABC

The famous "Dragon Eye" pond in Japan, which is located at the 
foot of Mount Hachimantai, in Niseko, "woke up," as melting 
snow and ice created an illusion of an opening eye. The popular 
tourist attraction is also known as Kagami Pond. 
abcn.ws/2XZRHqD
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Time to indulge in some Positive Active Measures 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Vorticism  
 
In 1912  to about 1915, Vorticism arose in the UK at the same 
time as #Futurism arose in Italy. It was founded  by Wyndham 
Lewis as a literary and artistic movement. 
 
Wyndham Lewis - WorkShop - 1912 
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

The Deutsche Bank Russian money laundering Investigation is laser focused on Kush

& Trump. Tic Tock! 

 

MoBoneSaw is in the crosshairs of a U.N. Inv’n. 

 

How much did Kush, Trump, Mnuchin & Pompeo know b/4 the gruesome murder? 

 

Superseding Indictment for Vault7 leaker?
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Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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